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You just finished your first scratch-built model and are feeling pretty proud of yourself. The model, whether it is a rocket, an aircraft, or a car, is perfectly built, with no rough edges, nicely fitted parts, and a beautiful paint job. Yet, as you look at your creation, you feel something is missing. Just then your significant other walks by and says “Gee, that looks nice. Too bad it doesn’t have any markings”. DECALS!!! Damn! You could have sworn you had thought of everything!

If this has ever happened to you, I will help solve that problem. Up until 2 years ago, if you wanted custom waterslide decals, you needed to spend a small fortune and have them silk-screened. But, a few years ago Alps USA introduced their dry printing MD series of printers and hobbyists everywhere are now able to make quality waterslide decals for themselves. In fact, some have even made a business out of it!

To make waterslide decals at home, you need only a few computer components, which most everyone probably has. First, you need a computer with enough power to run a photo-editing or drawing program faster than grass grows (any Pentium-class computer fits this bill). Since most have one or more of these at home, the next ingredient is the software. You have 2 main choices of how to go with the software, either vector-based or raster-based. Raster-based programs are basically photo-editing programs, like PhotoShop, PhotoImpact, or even Microsoft’s Paint which comes with Windows. All of these programs use pixels to make up the artwork. Vector-based programs, like CorelDraw, Illustrator, or Canvas, define the various parts of the art using equations. This, of course, happens behind the scenes but the end result is that when scaling the art, the edges stay nice and sharp regardless of the scaling factor. Most of the people that draw decals use a vector-based program for this very reason and that is what will be covered here. Some comparisons of the two program types will show why vector-based programs are the way to go for drawing your own decals.

Okay, we have the computer and the vector-based software, what next? A decent scanner is a must. The scanner will allow you to scan your reference material, like Peter Always’ Rockets of the World, so you can draw the needed markings to scale. The scanner does not need to be capable of super high resolution since the scans will only be used as references to draw your decals from. Expect more on this later.

Now the only missing piece of the puzzle is the printer. If you have access to a color laser copier, then you can print out your decals on plain paper and copy them onto decal film. Kinko’s has self-serve color laser copiers that work very well with decal paper. The only catch is that you may have trouble finding a Kinko’s that lets you use the decal paper. The copiers are expensive and some store managers will not let you run the paper thru. You can also use a color laser printer to print out your decal files directly onto decal paper, if you are fortunate enough to have one. For a much more affordable solution, you can buy an Alps MD series printer. These printers use dry ink cartridges that print directly onto the waterslide decal paper perfectly AND THEY CAN PRINT WHITE! Not only can the Alps printers print white they can print gold and silver and under print any color with white for when your decals must go over a dark color. Alps MD-1000 printers can be had at auctions for about $150, MD-1300 sells for about $250, the MD-5000 goes for about $500 and the MD-5500 has a price tag of about $800. By far, the Alps printers are the way to go if you are serious about printing your own decals.

That is all you need, hardware and software-wise, to make beautiful decals for all of your models. There are a few more items for the shopping list and these pertain to what the decals will be printed on and finished with. First off you need waterslide decal paper. While a number of companies sell this, my decal paper is the only one on the market that you know how old it is (all of my paper is under 2 months old). No other company can make this claim. Why is this a big deal? The younger the decal paper (how long has the decal film been on the decal backing paper?) has a lot to do with how easy the decals are to work with and how easily they are torn. Fresh decal paper can be made with a thinner decal film layer (mine is thin) because it is stronger and more flexible. An added benefit of the thinner layer is that it conforms very well to irregularities on the surface of the model without setting solutions and it almost disappears on the model, making the decals look painted on. A disadvantage of a thin layer like mine is that you MUST slide the decal off the backing paper onto the model. If you don’t, the decal will fold on you. If you wet the model before applying the decals, you will be able to easily reposition it without having it fold. Any wrinkles can be smoothed out after the decal is in its final position. The next item on the shopping list is liquid decal film. MicroScale sells this in 1-oz bottles and it will coat at least 20 full sheets of decals. If you print your decals using a laser printer or laser color copier, you MUST use a topcoat to protect the ink, as it is not waterproof. This also makes the decals a lot more resistant to scratches. The decal film is applied using an airbrush (overkill) or by simply brushing the film on with a foam brush. Using a foam brush is much easier to do and it can be done anywhere with very little waste or mess. If you use an Alps printer, the ink is...
waterproof already and does not need a topcoat. However, to make the decals more resistant to scratching, a topcoat of
decal film is recommended.

That covers all of the items on the shopping list for making decals. Now on to talking a little about how they are actually
drawn. Since I am most familiar with CorelDraw, all of my examples will be based on that program. However, since all of the
drawing programs have similar capabilities, it should be easy to follow along if you use a different program.

Since most decals are not original artwork, the first thing you need is some art to scan. Since I like model rockets, and I
am getting a reputation of being a Mars Lander nut, I will use the old Mars Lander logo decal as the artwork. The Estes
Mars Lander logo is a fairly simple design yet offers a little bit of a challenge to draw the Lander and Mars, and to make
the wording flow inside the circles. As an extra exercise, I will modify the decals to include white lettering to demonstrate
how to print white for Alps printer users.

Finding the Lander logo is simple – go to Jim Z’s wonderful site (http://www.dars.org/jimz/rp00.htm) and download the
decal file. If you happen to have an original Lander kit, you can also scan the decal sheet – if you have the guts to open
the kit and lower its value! ©. Using a photo editing program, I isolated the logo and created a file with just the logo in it,
shown below:

![Mars Lander Logo](image)

Even at this small size, you can see that the edges of the logo are fuzzy and that the outer blue ring is brighter blue at
the top then at the bottom. These are all artifacts of the scanning process, though the silk screening process when the
decals were originally printed could have caused some of the color problems. The purpose behind isolating the logo from
the whole decal sheet is to keep the file small. This will speed up the program as you work in CorelDraw.

Open CorelDraw, which opens with a new drawing. Going to the task bar, click on FILE and then select IMPORT. Find
the file of the Lander logo on your hard drive and select it and click OKAY. Corel will do its magic and when the cursor
turns into a corner, position it on the drawing where you want to work and click the left button on the mouse. The logo
will be imported and pasted to the drawing where you had the cursor. (Just a reminder to save your work often as you
draw the decals. It is no fun to draw for an hour or two and then have all that work lost because of a glitch in the power
or your PC decides to hiccup!) Now the fun really starts!

Since the basic shapes are circles, I start by drawing the outer blue circle. You could draw a yellow circle and make the
outline of the circle blue but I don’t like to use outlines for any of the shapes I draw. The reason is that if you forget to
check the “scale” box when changing the size and color of the outline, when you scale the drawing down the road, the
outline will not scale properly. While this may seem trivial to you, trust me, it’s very annoying to scale a decal you drew
months or years ago and find the new decals are wrong after you print a sheet or two of them. Been there, done that,
and don’t use outlines anymore unless I have to. I get the circle to be a true circle and the correct size by selecting the
circle tool from the toolbar and draw an oval that is the correct height. At the top of the drawing is another toolbar and on
it you will find a sizing tool that tells you the dimensions of the shapes you are drawing. Note the height of the oval and
simply change the width of the oval to the same figure and you now have a circle. Select the correct color for the fill from
the color bar or from the fill tool pallet – the fill tool allows you to mix your own colors by choosing the values of the CYMK
or by changing the color make-up to RGB or even to Pantone colors. I use this mixing pallet when trying to match a
color. This is one part of drawing decals that can drive you crazy! After the circle is filled with a nice dark blue, select
the outline tool and delete the outline. This leaves a dark blue circle with no outline. Since you are drawing on top of the
art you imported into Corel, the blue circle covers the rest of the logo. Go to the task bar and select ARRANGE. Choose
ORDER and then select TO BACK. This puts the circle under the logo.

Now repeat the same procedure for drawing the yellow circle and the inner blue circle. After drawing the yellow circle,
instead of putting it to the back, select the logo file and bring it to the front (same procedure as moving the blue circle to
the back, except you select TO FRONT). Now when you draw the inner blue circle, the order of your circles is correct
(large blue circle at the back, yellow circle next, and the small dark blue circle on top). When you are done drawing the
inner blue circle, select the logo art and move it off your drawing. Do this by going to ARRANGE, then POSITION and
move it a set distance, say 5” horizontally. The reason you use this method is you want to be able to move the art back
over your drawing and have everything in register. Looking at the 3 circles you have drawn, you now need to center
align them all with each other. Corel has a tool for this called ALIGN and all you do is select it and then select center
both side-to-side and top-to-bottom. Corel remembers which shape you drew first and when you align multiple shapes
or objects, Corel always aligns them with the first shape drawn. In this example, the large dark blue circle stays still and
the yellow and smaller blue circle get moved to its center. Select the small blue circle and duplicate it (hold the CTRL
key down and hit the D key). Move the duplicated circle away from the three circles. Now, to keep the three circles from
moving, group them together. DO NOT COMBINE THEM! If you combine them, they become one and you can never separate them, should you have to, to change the colors for a project down the road. Go back to the logo art and move it back a -5°. Bring the logo to the front if it ends up underneath the grouped circles.

Lets tackle the wording next, using the duplicated small blue circle. Since the T in Estes and the L in Lander are vertical, we can use these to get our letters the correct size and shape. A good font to always start with is Arial. Type a T and select Arial if it does not happen to be the Corel default font. Change the color of the T to a light blue (light blue is easier to see than black). Position the T near the T in Estes and Zoom in on the two letters using the magnifying glass tool. Overlay the blue T and adjust its size to match the T in the logo. Arial Black is a better match. Once the size is matched, select the T and add the E. By playing with the FORMAT command, you can adjust the spacing (kerning) of the letters to match. When you are happy with your efforts, the curving of the words around the inner blue circle must be accomplished. Select the T and type the name ESTES. Duplicate the word Estes and change it to MARS LANDER.

Zoom out from the letters and move the words away from the art. Move the small blue circle under the ESTES. Duplicate the small blue circle and move the duplicate away. Select both ESTES and the small blue circle. Go to the task bar and select TEXT. Now select FIT TEXT TO PATH. The word ESTES now is moved to the outer edge of the blue circle. You will also see more tools appear under the taskbar. These tools allow you to adjust the way the words are fit to the shape you want. Since the logo has the words a distance away from the inner circle, increase the distance between the letters and the shape. Pick a number and compare it to the logo. When you have the lettering the correct distance from the inner circle, stop. You will notice that both the lettering and the circle are selected. Click on an empty part of the drawing and then click on the inner circle. Delete the circle, which leaves you with just the ESTES curved, as you need it. Move the wording over the art and repeat the procedure for MARS LANDER. However, since the wording must curve UNDER the circle, it is not quite as easy to do. Once you have the MARS LANDER fit to the path, follow this procedure to get the wording under the circle: Click on PLACE TEXT ON OTHER SIDE. Next select TEXT PLACEMENT and move it from above the shape to under the shape. Now select VERTICAL PLACEMENT and select the placement under the shape. The MARS LANDER is now under the circle correctly. Delete the inner circle and move the text over the art.

Minor adjustments may need to be made to the wording to fit it over the logo wording exactly. Stretch the text as needed to match the logo art. Move the art to the back and finalize the placement of the wording in the yellow ring of the logo. When satisfied with its placement, group the wording. Change the color of the lettering to white. Now group the wording grouping and the circles grouping. Bring the art back to the front and the real drawing begins.

First things to draw are the two moons of Mars since these are basically circles. The moon above the Lander is easiest, as it is just a yellow circle. Zoom in on the moon and draw a circle to match. Delete the outline and fill the circle yellow. One moon down, one to go. For the lower moon, create and fill a yellow circle. Bring the art to the front and zoom in on the shadow on the moon. You will have to draw this shadow by hand. Corel has two types on pencil tools that will work for this, a FREEHAND TOOL and the BEZIER TOOL. Think of the FREEHAND TOOL as a pencil. It works by you holding the left mouse button down and drawing. Since this is difficult (at least it is for me) to control with accuracy, I only use the FREEHAND TOOL for drawing straight lines. The BEZIER TOOL is what I use for most of my drawing. In Corel it works by you selecting where you want the nodes of the curve (nodes are where the line changes direction). You simply click on the drawing where you want the nodes and Corel draws the line between the nodes. Place nodes around the outer edge of the shadow. When you get back to the beginning, click on the first node and Corel closes the shape, allowing you to fill it. Fill the shadow black and delete its outline. There are a few ways you can select black as a color but one works better for me than the other. By choosing black as 100C,100Y,100M, and 100K, you will get a blacker black then by choosing the black color from the side color bar. If you scroll all the way to the bottom of Corel's color bar, my black is there but it is a pain to keep scrolling the colors. I like to keep my color bar near the top, with white, red, yellow, and dark blue on the screen and use the FILL TOOL to color my blacks. Send the art to the back and see what your logo looks like so far. We have the outer colored rings, the inner blue circle, the wording, and the two moons. Bring the art back to the front and let's draw the Lander.

Zoom in on the Lander and, using the BEZIER TOOL, place nodes at the outer edges of the Lander shape. Delete the outline and fill the Lander yellow. Corel allows you to move nodes in case you do not like the shape, so move any nodes necessary to make the edge of the Lander curve smoothly (this was not done to the shadow since the shadow was not a defined shape). Zoom in on the legs of the Lander and draw the two blue slots, to simulate the struts on the landing legs. Color these blue to make it appear as if you were looking thru the Lander legs. Last shape to draw is the MARS. Create a red circle, deleting its outline. Zoom in on each of the shadows and draw them, using the BEZIER TOOL and filling them black.

There is only a little left to do and the Mars Lander logo will be complete. Between the words Estes and Mars Lander are four stars. You can either draw the stars yourself using the FREEHAND TOOL, or you can select a star shape from all the shapes already drawn in Corel's library. If you go with the FREEHAND TOOL, select a node at the point of a star, but hold the mouse button down. While still holding the mouse button, move to the next point and let go of the button. Corel draws a line between the two nodes. To continue, repeat the procedure, making sure you first click on the
previous node. If you do not do this, then the shape will not be closed and you will not be able to fill it. I use the library and pick the correct shaped star. Corel imports the shape to your drawing and all you have to do is size it correctly. Once the star is drawn and sized, fill the star with dark blue, again deleting the outline. Now duplicate the star a few times and place them in the correct positions on the artwork. Send the art to the back and finalize the position of the stars. Move the art to the side so you can compare your logo to the original one. If you are happy with your work, group the logo together. If changes need to be made, make the minor adjustments and then group the logo. Delete the art from the drawing.

Now you are ready to layout the decal sheet for printing. If you are printing the decal sheet using a color laser copier or printer, fill the drawing with your logos and print the file on your ink-jet printer using high-resolution ink-jet paper. If you are using an Alps printer, there is a little more work to do.

In order to print the logo with white on an Alps printer, you need to set up a layer for the white portion of the decals. Well, I learned how to use Corel with an earlier version and instead of layers I needed to use pages. Pages work just like layers, only a little more cumbersome. I will describe what I do and if you use layers just make the wording change in your head - from pages to layers.

First, move the logo to the upper left-hand corner of the printable drawing page. In Corel, this is done by simply looking at the print preview and moving the decal until the decal is in the correct spot (move the decal in the drawing, not the print preview). Create a new page by clicking on the small "+" at the left bottom of Corel's drawing screen. Go back to page 1 and copy the logo. Now go to page 2 and paste the logo. In Corel, when you paste between pages, the positions are exactly the same, so registration between pages is always perfect. Zoom in on the logo and ungroup it (select UNGROUP from the upper tool bar). When Corel deals with an object that has a few layers of grouping, like this logo, each time you select ungroup, you ungroup the last layer that was grouped. If you want everything ungrouped, select that from the tool bar). What needs to be done is change the color of the wording from white to black and everything else to white. Select the wording and change the fill color to black. Change the fill color to white for everything else. Making sure you get everything, select the logo and group it. Now go back to page one. Using the task bar, select ARRANGE, then POSITION. In the horizontal position window, select an amount to move the logo horizontally so that it leaves enough space between it and the first logo so they can be cut out. Select APPLY TO DUPLICATE. This duplicates the logo and moves it the distance you just set. Continue to do this until the decals fill the printable area from side to side. You will need to check the print preview to make the final decision. When you are happy with the layout, go to page 2 and duplicate what you just did (The reason the decals are laid out in this order is to save you from having to change all of the decals to print the white properly. You only have to change the first one and then duplicate all the rest as outlined above.). Group all of the decals in the first row. Go to page one and group the first row of decals. In the POSITION TOOL window, change the horizontal number to zero and select an amount to move the logo decals down on the sheet (the number you pick must be negative). Click on APPLY TO DUPLICATE and see if there is enough room to cut the decals out. If so, then continue to fill the sheet with decals and check the print preview when you get to the bottom of the sheet. Go to page 2 and fill the sheet with the same amount of decals using the POSITION TOOL.

To print the finished decal sheet on an Alps printer, here is what to do. Load the printer with at least 4 cartridges, with one of them being the white cartridge (I always swap the white and black cartridges when printing with my MD-1000). Here is a neat fact about the ink cartridges - there is more ribbon that can be used already wound on the cartridge. Rewind the ink ribbon until the silver strips start to show. This will give you at least a few more decal sheets per cartridge, saving you a little money. Select PRINT from the FILE menu of the taskbar. When the Alps printer window comes up, set it to only print page 2. Open the PROPERTIES button. If you are using the latest Alps driver, select GRAPHICS AND TEXT for document type, CARDBOARD for media type, and then SPOT COLOR. If you are using an Alps printer, select SINGLE INK under PRINT USING and then select the WHITE ink and click OKAY. Next click on the PAPER tab and click the OVERLAY box and then click OKAY. Click PRINT and page two will print using the white cartridge and the paper will be pulled back in for the next pass. If using a MD-1000, click the IMAGE SETTING tab and set the BRIGHTNESS for +30% and click OKAY (this moves the print head away from the paper a little, thus not scratching the first layer of white.). Click PRINT and the second pass of white will print, making the white more opaque (the first pass does not make an opaque white) and the paper will be pulled back into the printer for its final pass. Select PRINT one more time. Uncheck the SPOT COLOR box and click on the IMAGE SETTING tab. Check the box for DARKER BLACK (this makes the printer use all four colors to print black) and then check the WHOLE PAGE box. If using a MD-1000/1300, check the NONE box under COLOR MATCHING and then change the SATURATION to +20% (when I first started printing with the ALPS, I found this to be the best setting to get good color outputs) under the COLOR BALANCE button and click OKAY. If using a MD-5000, check the DARKER BLACK box and also the WHOLE PAGE box. Reset the BRIGHTNESS to 0 and check the NONE box under COLOR MATCHING and set the SATURATION to +20% under COLOR BALANCE and click OKAY. If you are using a MD-1000/1300, you will have to swap the white cartridge out for the color cartridge that was left out. The color part of the decal sheet will now start printing and in about 5 minutes you will have a perfectly registered decal sheet with white lettering!
There is one last note about printing with an Alps printer. There is a cartridge, called the Finish (1000/1300) or Finish II (5000), that will make the decals have a nice glossy look to them. It is not necessary to use for most decals (especially if you have a lot of decals to print) as it is a very slow process to print with the Finish cartridge. But, if you only have a few decal sheets to print, you may want to consider using the Finish cartridge as the last pass with the printer. To print using the Finish cartridge, you need one more page in your decal file. Create page 3 and copy all the decals from page 1 to page 3. Select all the decals and then select black as the fill color, turning everything black. When you print your decal sheet, make sure you click the OVERLAY box when you print the color pass of the decals. After the decal sheet is pulled back into the printer, select PRINT again and also the PROPERTIES button. Check the SPOT COLOR box, select SINGLE INK and then select the FINISH cartridge. Click OKAY and then PRINT. The printer will burnish the decals using the Finish cartridge, giving the decals a glossy appearance. A very nice look but extremely slow.

If you follow the steps I have outlined, you should be able to redraw just about any decal subject and print them yourself using just your home computer, a scanner, a good ink-jet printer/color laser copier combination, an Alps printer, and good quality waterslide decal paper. If you have the patience - THAT more then anything is a MUST to do decals yourself - you can draw and print your own decals for your own models and truly have a completely scratch-built model to show for all your time, money and efforts. Then be ready for all your friends to start asking you to make them decals for their models! That is exactly what happened to me!